Terms and Conditions
You understand that by participating in Mermaid 101 run by Mertopia Aqua Academy that you do so at your own risk
and you indemnify Mertopia Aqua Academy and its swimming instructors from any accident or injury resulting from
the class. Before commencing your swimming class, it is your responsibility to know your swimming ability. In
addition:
You will listen to and follow all instructions given by the Mertopia Aqua Academy Swimming teachers at all times.
You are not under the influence of any alcohol or drugs and you will not consume alcohol or drugs during the class.
If you have to take drugs for medical purposes, including and not limited to asthma inhalers, epi pens etc, you will
declare this to the Mertopia Aqua Academy swimming teacher prior to entering the pool and if you have to take drugs
for medical purposes, it is your responsibility to make sure that you bring any required medication and you do so using
your own judgement and indemnify Mertopia Aqua Academy and its swimming instructors for any effects that the
drug may have on you and any accident you may have due to the effects of the drug.
You will not partake in any unacceptable behaviour in any venue. This includes but not limited to unacceptable
language, racist or sexual or any discriminatory remarks to any participants on the tour, swimming instructors or
members of the public.
You are aged 12 years and over (if you are under 18 years of age, a parent/guardian is required to sign the declaration
on your behalf) and are a competent swimmer and will be able to show, prior to swimming in a monofin and mermaid
tail that you can:






Float on front and back
Roll from front to back
Scull in water for 2 minutes not using your legs
Swim 25 metres in a front stroke without stopping
Able to swim in a basic dolphin kick for 25 metres

By signing this form you acknowledge that you understand and agree to these conditions and if you
breach any of these conditions you may be removed from the swimming class without a refund.
Signature:

Date:

If under 18 a parent’s or guardian’s signature is required
Parent’s/Guardian’s Signature:

Date:

